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New York, NY - Vogue Wigs, a wig & hair accessory retailer, offers a 
large variety of wigs with synthetic and human hair for women aged 
30-60. Other hair accessories such as hair pieces, hair extensions and 
custom wigs are available for purchase as well on their website. Most 
importantly, Vogue Wigs is known for its Ebony Wigs, those which 
were created in order to tailor directly to their African American 
customers. 

 

With its vast collection of wigs, Vogue Wigs offers affordable prices 
compared to that of its competitors. Some wig designers include 
Balmain Paris, Elegante, Eva Gabor, Incognito, Lacey, Revlon Ebony, 
Sepia, and Tress Allure & Wig Pro among others. Clearly, Vogue Wig's 
collection is vast and offers something for every wig buyer. 



When purchasing wigs from Vogue Wigs, you will save money. For 
those looking for the most for their money, a free US shipping option 
is available for all orders for $50 and more. All of these discounts and 
more can be found on their website, voguewigs.com as well as within 
their monthly newsletter. 

Having trouble finding the perfect wig? Vogue Wigs offer a 
comprehensive guide including various topics in their Wig FAQ. Some 
of the topics included are: What are the Different Types of Wigs?, 
What are the types of Wig Caps?, How do I measure my head for a 
wig?, How do I put on a wig?, and How do I care for my wig? All of 
these questions and more are answered in a direct and informative 
manner. Vogue Wig's comprehensive customer service, even through a 
guide such as this, is apparent. Trust in Vogue Wigs for your wig needs 
today! 

Vogue Wigs also recognizes that not all customers purchasing wigs 
need them for daily life. Costume wigs are also popular. Their website 
highlights a large range of costume wigs for anyone. Whether for a 
costume party or for theatrical purposes, the costume wigs pieces 
available encompass a large variety, for any occasion. Affordable and a 
large collection, Vogue Wigs provides the best quality wigs and hair 
accessories for the most competitive price. 

For more information on Vogue Wigs, visit Vogue Wig's official site 
Voguewigs.com. For all your Costume wigs and other wigs needs, 
browse through their extensive collection to find a wig that suits you 
best. A variety of designers, types, and styles, finding a wig at Vogue 
Wigs is easy for anyone. 

 
Contact Details: 15452 Cherbourg Ave 
Irvine 
CA - 92604 
http://www.voguewigs.com/ 
Phone: 1-888-755-7523 

 


